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CLASS SONG OF 1928

Precious days we’ve spent with Thee,  
Emmanuel;  
Lasting will their beauty be,  
Emmanuel;  
Like the glory of a song,  
Lingering in the memory long,  
Thoughts of them will make us strong,  
Emmanuel!

Thou hast loved our youthful souls,  
Emmanuel;  
Spurred us on to lofty goals,  
Emmanuel;  
Thou hast taught us Truth and Right,  
And hast given us Wisdom’s light,  
Made us lovely in Thy sight,  
Emmanuel!

In our lives we’ll e’er be true,  
Emmanuel;  
To thy glorious gold and blue,  
Emmanuel;  
Though we leave Thee, we shall dwell  
Always under thy sweet spell.  
Alma Mater, fare thee well,  
Emmanuel!
CLASS SONG OF 1933

We love thee for thy hours of work,
Thy hours of pleasure, too;
For fellowships and friendships tried
To last the long years through.

CHORUS
Remembering thy gracious care
Today we say a fond farewell;
The years will find thee still in mind,
Our dear Emmanuel.

We praise thee for the knowledge gained
In happy days now past;
Their lessons we shall always heed,
Where'er our lots are cast.

We thank thee for the youthful dreams
We hope to realize;
For standards and for memories,
Which we shall ever prize.

We pray the God will be with us
Along our separate ways,
To keep us safe throughout our life,
And true to thee always.
COLLEGE SONG

Here's to our College, Emmanuel
And to the colors we love so well
The blue and gold will forever tell
Our loyalty to Emmanuel
Emmanuel, oh, Emmanuel.

CLASS SONG - 1923

None but pioneers can tell
Of such happy days,
Spent with thee, Emmanuel,
Learning thy high ways,
Valiant lessons thou hast taught
Firmly, tenderly
Urging her to noble thought
The class of twenty-three.

CHORUS

Here's a hearty wish for thee,
Let its echoes swell,
Here's a wealth of love for thee
Our Emmanuel!

Fortified, encouraged, too,
E'er to meet with strife,
Jealousy each shall pursue,
Her chosen path in life.
May the purple and the white
Prove an emblem true,
Borne in dignity and might,
For the gold and blue.